**UROP POSITIONS**

**Audience Research Facility Spring Semester 1987**

We are looking for several UROP students to work on a variety of research projects concerning communications technologies including the media, electronic imaging, high definition television and interactive video. Students will be expected to have one afternoon/evening (8 hour shift) free either during the week or on weekends. Students will work in teams recruiting subjects and conducting studies on the impact of new communications media. The positions can be for pay or credit.

Please contact

Gail Kosloff
253-3135 or 253-2669

---

**M.I.T.**

**MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST**

**When does 2=1?**

- a. At ROSEMARY
- b. With an M.I.T. I.D.
- c. Buy first entree
- d. All of the above.

**ROSEMARY**

833 Main Street, Cambridge, MA. 02139 457-7200

This offer good through February 28, 1987.

Available: Mon., Fri. 11:30am - 3:00pm
Dinner: Tue. - Sat. 5:00pm - 11:00pm.

---

**Until now, good performance earned you good grades.**

**All that is about to change ... for the better.**

Impatient to get started building a career? Anxious to get your hands directly on the things you've spent the past years learning about?

At SRA Corporation, you can launch your career as part of a project team that analyzes, designs and implements automated systems - almost before the ink on your degree is dry. You won't mark time, shuffle papers, or be put into a long training course. You'll participate from day one, with real responsibilities and opportunity for advancement based on performance, not on seniority. That's the philosophy that has made SRA one of America's fastest growing private companies, as identified by INC. magazine. You probably don't know much about SRA (if anything). We're a Northern Virginia based engineering and professional services company specializing in software engineering, artificial intelligence, telecommunications, requirements analysis, systems design. SRA has grown at a 70% compound annual growth rate since our founding in 1978, with 120 employees currently. Our success is built on highly motivated, entrepreneurial people who do quality work and can assume increasing responsibility.

In a dynamic company like SRA, and there are always opportunities for talented graduates. We're looking for people with backgrounds in computer science, systems analysis, engineering, or science. Familiarity with a range of computer languages is advantageous. You need a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in a related field. A GPA of 3.2 or higher will help, as will coursework in: applied mathematics, probability and statistics, operations research, econometrics, engineering, or computer science. Also, U.S. citizenship is required, as well as a willingness to relocate to the Washington, D.C. or Boston area.

For immediate consideration, see our representatives on campus on March 5, 1987 or send resume to: Human Resources, SRA Corporation, 3000 16th St. North, Arlington, VA 22201. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.

---

**FRIDAY 20**

Famous Chinese Literary Figure

Pai Hsien Yung
Lecture and Movie "Jade Love"
7:00 P.M. Room 26-100
$2 - student
$4 - others

**SATURDAY 21**

Pai Hsien Yung — second lecture & movie
"Wandering in the Garden, Waking from a Dream"
1:00 P.M. Room 10-250
Chinese New Year Banquet and Party
3:30 P.M. Salle De Fêtes

**SUNDAY 22**

M.J. T. Chinese Students Committee
Movie "Great Wall of China"
5:00 P.M. Room 10-250
$2 - student
$3 - others

**MONDAY 23**

Lién Pu Demonstration and Fashion Show
NOC Student Center (reservations: Lobby 7)

**TUESDAY 24**

Painting and Calligraphy Exhibition and Demonstration
Lobby 7

**WEDNESDAY 25**

Chinese Film and Discussion
Lobby 7

**THURSDAY 26**

Water Polo — Prominent Photographer From Hong Kong
NOC Student Center (reservations: Lobby 7)
Lunch: 1:00 P.M.

**FRIDAY 27**

Special Food Exhibit
10:00 A.M. Lobby 10

**SATURDAY 28**

NOON - 12:30 Noon Film and Discussion
Lobby 7

**SUNDAY 1**

Movie “River Without Banks”
1:00 P.M.

**M.I.T. Chinese Cultural Festival**

February 20 — March 1

Presented by
M.I.T. Chinese Students Club
M.I.T. Council For The Arts

For more information: Jeff Kung 494-9235, Sherman Luk 225-8873
Lawrence Cheng 225-4825, James Yao 225-8814